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Mission
The Board of Canadian Registered Safety 

Professionals sets certification standards for 
occupational health and safety professionals.

Vision
Safe and healthy workplaces through 

certification.
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Board of Canadian Registered Safety Professionals 
(BCRSP) Profile

Develop the capability of 
the OHS profession. 

To be an advocate for 
the OHS profession to 
positively influence safety 
in the workplace and the 
community.

Develop a community 
of practice by leveraging 
relationships with 
stakeholders. 

To ensure a sustainable 
and well-managed 
organization, with a 
focus on continuous 
improvement. 

External Audiences
Associations, government/regulators, employers and 
the HR community, OHS educators & students, general 
public.

Internal Audiences
Certificants including volunteers, applicants & 
candidates. 

Who We Reach

How We Work
We are at a critical time in the evolution of the BCRSP and the safety profession. The demand for OHS practitioners 
to support safe and healthy workplaces is growing, and as a result, the need for highly-qualified OHS practitioners 
to achieve these goals is paramount. The expectations of employers in today's world is changing, and with this 
comes an expectation of higher levels of education. The Global market is driving change, and the Canadian OHS 
professional must stay in step with advancing practice elsewhere. 

We strive to:

• Raise the bar on the certification standards for the occupational health and safety profession.
• Increase the recognition of and demand for BCRSP certifications.
• Collaborate with leading organizations including government, associations, certifying bodies, employers and 

academia to positively impact the certification scheme, and the value of BCRSP credentials to the profession.

Goals

Who We Are
On February 10, 1976, a newly designated Canadian Corporation was formed for the purpose of certifying qualified 
safety practitioners as Canadian Registered Safety Professionals (CRSP)®. With the appointment of the first Board 
of Governors, comprised of leading professionals from a cross-section of safety disciplines, the certification of safety 
professionals became a reality through this new organization. The CRSP® certification is now a widely accepted 
form of recognition by industry and government in Canada. Many employers require the CRSP® certification in order 
to qualify for a safety position. It also allows the BCRSP to ensure that the highest standards of excellence and 
professionalism are maintained at all times and by all certificants. 

The CRST certification was introduced in 2018 to support the evolving needs of industry. The CRST certification 
process requires individuals to meet qualification standards, including education and experience requirements, pass 
the CRST Examination, and stay up to date through a continuous professional development process. 

In 2005, the CRSP® Certification scheme was granted accreditation to ISO/IEC 17024 (Personnel Certification Body) 
by the Standards Council of Canada.

In 2008, the BCRSP was granted accreditation to ISO 9001 (Quality Management System) by BSI Management 
Systems.
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Governance
The BCRSP Governing Board is comprised of individuals 
who represent a cross-section of the occupational health 
and safety profession and the public. Governance is 
the processes and practices through which the BCRSP 
organizes to achieve its mandate. It is concerned with 
the structures and procedures for decision-making, 
accountability, control and codes of conduct. It is 
expressed through legislation, policies and by-laws, and 
informal norms. The goal of effective governance is an 
organization that achieves optimal performance and is 
accountable to the people it serves.

Letter from the Chair
Monica Szabo, CRSP | BCRSP Governing Board Chair

Dear Certificants,

I am honoured to have served as chair of the BCRSP over this past year. It has been one of 
the highlights of my OHS career, allowing me to contribute at such an important time in the 
evolution of the profession. 

In 2019 we continued to execute on our strategic plan and the following initiatives were 
focused on:
• Administration of the Canadian Registered Safety Technician (CRST) certification 

examinations in March 2019 and August 2019. 
• Signing of a partnership agreement with Women in Occupational Health and Safety 

Society (WOHSS).
• Continued work in collaboration with the Canadian Society of Safety Engineering (CSSE) 

on the development of and communication on the National Framework for OHS Practice 
in Canada.

• Continuation of the collaborative work with CSSE on the Accreditation Task Force, 
charged with developing an accreditation framework for OHS post-secondary program 
accreditation, including standards, processes, structures and priorities.

Our Values
Professionalism In All That We Do
We commit to our certificants and stakeholders to 
provide accountability for our decisions, excellence in 
our management system, integrity and respect in our 
interactions.

Passion For Our Profession
We are passionate about protecting people, property and 
environment.

Progressive Thinking And Superior Results 
We strive to advance the body of knowledge, the 
competency of the profession, and the value our 
certificants bring to society. We are never satisfied 
with the status quo and know that opportunities for 
continuous improvement and innovation always exist.
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• Outreach to stakeholders (industry, government, other professional groups), in advancing the need for formal 
recognition of the OHS profession. 

con't
• International outreach to support development of memoranda of understandings and recognition of the BCRSP 

certifications globally,
• Promotion of certification to industry and the profession via presentations at various events and conferences, 

including the Women in Safety Conference in early March in Calgary.
• Ongoing collaboration with CSSE on positioning the BCRSP as the certifying body and the CSSE as the member 

services organization, providing education, professional development and resources.
• Revamped Governors’ Table and rebranded it to BCRSP Report – now 100% online.
• Completed the Competency Review of the CRSP Examination Blueprint.
• BCRSP was awarded the contract as the INSHPO Secretariat.

I would like to thank the Governing Board for their passion and contributions at every meeting. Finally, I would like 
to acknowledge the many volunteers that support BCRSP. The strength of our certification schemes are rooted in 
the many committees and volunteers that devote their time, effort and passion to the organization. It has been an 
honour to have met many of you this past year and on behalf of the Board,

Thank You!

Monica Szabo, CRSP | BCRSP Governing Board Chair
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Focus: Engagement

The BCRSP does not exist in isolation; partnerships with key stakeholders are beneficial and positively impacts the 
ongoing development of the certification process, and may lead to increased certificant value.

International Relations
BCRSP continues to be active within the International Network of Safety and Health Professional Organisations 
(INSHPO) and was appointed as the INSHPO secretariat for two years commencing in January 2020. The BCRSP's 
representative on INSHPO is John Hollohan, CRSP who is currently serving as INSHPO's President Elect. 

BCRSP is an inaugural signatory to the Singapore Accord, which is a call to action for leading occupational health 
and safety (OHS) professional and practitioner organizations from around the world, supported by INSHPO, to 
commit to the Global Vision of Prevention through the adoption of a global framework for practice. The INSHPO 
Global Capability Framework has been an underpinning resource for the BCRSP in the development of the CRST 
certification scheme, and continues to be utilized by the BCRSP/CSSE Accreditation Task Force as a resource to 
inform the accreditation framework. 

Credential Advancement & Recognition
The BCRSP's Credential Advancement & Recognition Committee was dissolved in 2019 by the Governing Board 

BCRSP Volunteer of the Year Award presented to Graham Nelson, CRSP, Occupational Health and Safety 
Specialist at the University of Ottawa. Graham has been a CRSP since 2010 and is a strong advocate for 
workplace health and safety.. With Governing Board Chair Monica Szabo, CRSP (right).

Volunteer of the Year Awards Recipient
graham Nelson, CRSP
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due to duplication of mandate with other committees. Thank you to the committee members for their service to the 
BCRSP: Brad Buck, Dana Mueller, Iqbal Anwer, John Hollohan, Mark Hussey, Martin Benoit, Paul Carolan, Robin 
Angel, Amanda Sonier. 

Partnership Agreement
On November 27, 2019, the BCRSP signed a partnership agreement with the Women in Occupational Health and 
Safety Society (WOHSS). The BCRSP and the WOHSS recognize the benefits of a collaborative partnership to improve 
safety and health in workplaces and the development of occupational health and safety practitioners at all levels. 
This collaboration includes BCRSP recognizing participation in the WOHSS mentorship program as qualified for 
professional development credit through the BCRSP’s Continuous Professional Development (CPD) program, and 
WOHSS endorsing BCRSP certifications  and promoting recognition that the BCRSP certifications are designed 
to elevate professional standards and distinguish those who meet a formal education requirement and ongoing 
practical experience that are essential for the effective practice of occupational health and safety. This agreement 
demonstrates both organizations an ongoing willingness to seek opportunities for shared projects and collaboration 
to advance the occupational health and safety profession.

Recognition Awards
The first recipients of the BCRSP recognition awards were recognized at the 2019 Annual General Meeting. In the 
individual category, the award was presented to Ebrahim Noroozi, CRSP and in the organizational category the award 
was presented to the Public Services Health and Safety Association

The BCRSP's Volunteer of the Year was recognized at the CSSE's Professional Development Conference (PDC) held in 
Winnpeg, Manitoba. The recipient, Graham Nelson, CRSP was recognized for his significant contributions to BCRSP 
since 2010. 

Stakeholder Satisfaction & Engagement
In 2019, the Certificant Satisfaction Survey was issued, and the survey results were presented to the Governing 
Board. In addition, a number of BCRSP Connect events were held across the country as a way to connect, and 
engage with certificants. 

Community Initiatives
The BCRSP continued its support of Minerva Canada in 2019, and Robin Angel served as the BCRSP representative 
on the Minerva Canada Board. 

2019 saw the launch of the Threads of Life/BCRSP scholarship program which awarded four (4) x $2500 national 
scholarships available to Threads of Life family members who are students enrolled, either full-time or part-time, in a 
college or university program.  The national scholarship recognizes academic achievement, community involvement, 
and need. The 2019 recipients were: 

• Dion Durant, Nova Scotia
• Stacy Gaylord, Saskatchewan
• Haley Harroun, Alberta
• Brodie Bergman, Prince Edward Island

Volunteers
Over 350 volunteers serve on BCRSP committees and task forces and we would not be able to operate without 
their support. For a full listing of 2019 volunteers visit the BCRSP website at https://bcrsp.ca/sites/default/files/
BCRSP_2019VolunteerList.pdf
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BCRSP National Education Symposium panel discussion on The OHS Profession in the 
21st Century, focused on the future of the OHS profession and the role of education– 
both traditional and non-traditional in this evolution. Moderated by Kevin Dawson, CRSP, 
NES Chair, and panelists (left to right) included Nimmi Nayyer-Dua, Team Lead-Program 
Coordinator, Faculty of Extension - Health Safety Environment & Planning Unit, University of 
Alberta. Thomas Tenkate, DrPH, MAppSc, MEd, FEHA, FRSPH, Associate Professor & Director, 
School of Occupational and Public Health, Ryerson University, Barry Wilkes, BSc, PGDip, 
Director of Strategy, NEBOSH, and President, INSHPO, and Glyn Jones, MASc, P.Eng., CIH, 
CRSP, Partner, EHS Partnerships, Faculty, University of New Brunswick OHS Program.

BCRSP/WOHSS Partnership agreement signing with Monica Szabo, CRSP and 
Paula Campkin, CRSP on November 27 2019 in Toronto, Ontario. 
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To achieve success, the BCRSP needs to focus on strengthening certification standards and supporting the 
development of OHS college/university program accreditation. The key initiatives in this area include: 

National Education Symposium (NES)
On May 13 & 14, 2019, 40 representatives from Canadian educational institutions that offer occupational health 
and safety studies at a post secondary undergraduate, graduate, continuing education and distance learning 
environments met in Ottawa for the 6th annual National Education Symposium (NES). Some of the highlights from 
this year’s NES program were:
• A workshop with educators on the development of an OHS Program Accreditation Framework.
• A panel discussion on The OHS Profession in the 21st Century, focused on the future of the OHS profession and 

the role of education– both traditional and non-traditional in this evolution. 
• Erin Oliver, CRSP, Vice President of Employee Health & Safety, Modern Niagara Group Inc. shared an employer’s 

perspective with educators on what they are looking to see in new program graduates. Erin was joined by her 
colleague Shannon Bishop who is currently enrolled in an OHS program. 

• Other sessions included mapping an OHS program to the INSHPO Framework, an Update from Minerva Canada, 
and an Integrated program approach. The BCRSP also solicited feedback from educators on the CRSP® 
Examination Blueprint which is being revised for release in 2020.  The next NES will be held in 2021. 

Accreditation of OHS Post-Secondary 
Programs
The BCRSP and the Canadian Society of Safety 
Engineering (CSSE) continued work on the joint 
accreditation task force which is charged with 
the development of a framework for OHS post-
secondary program accreditation, including 
standards, processes, structures and priorities. 

Certification Standards
We continue to focus on the certification 
standards with the first administration of the 
CRST Examination.  Work also commenced 
in 2019 to review the CRSP Examination 
Blueprint, and a new Blueprint was released in 
early 2020.

The Equivalency Module Program for CRSPs 
who do not meet the new education eligilbity 
requirement continues with 62% of CRSPs 
requiring to do so having completed the 
modules.

Focus: Capability

Accreditation and the Audit 
Process
As the CRSP® Certification scheme is  accredited to ISO/IEC 
17024 (Personnel Certification Body) by the Standards Council of 
Canada, and certified to ISO 9001 (Quality Management System) 
by BSI Management Systems, the BCRSP certification processes 
are subject to both external and internal audit requirements.

In 2019, an external audit was conducted on March 1 by BSI 
to the ISO 9001 standard, and on June 4-5 by the Standards 
Council of Canada to the ISO/IEC 17024 standard. There were 
no non-conformities identified during either audit. 

The BCRSP also has an internal audit process, and the 
Internal Audit Committee establishes the internal audit plan, 
conducts the internal audit at the BCRSP office, assesses the 
management system conformity with ISO 9001 and ISO 17024, 
determines if the management system is being implemented 
and maintained, and determines if external and internal audit 
findings are being actioned and completed according to the 
action plan submitted to the Governing Board. In 2019 the 
Internal Audit was conducted on July 10. There were no non-
conformities identified during the internal audit and found that a 
suitable, adequate and effective management system is in place.
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Focus: Advocacy

The BCRSP has a role in advocating for the OHS profession to positively influence safety in workplaces and the 
community. The BCRSP's government relations advocacy efforts are supported by Temple Scott Associates, a 
Government Relations firm based out of Ottawa, Ontario. 

Advocacy & Stakeholder Relations
2019 provided a number of new engagement opportunities for the BCRSP, and several of the initiatives we 
undertook contributed to building BCRSP’s brand with governments. 

Government - Ontario
• Meetings with Ministy of Labour representatives including the Director of Policy and Chief Prevention Officer of 

Ontario.
• Monica  Szabo, CRSP, Governing Board Chair participated in a panel discussion regarding Safer Ontario.
• A proposal/discussion paper drafted for Ontario Ministry of Labour regarding title protection.
• Support drafted for Bill 152, Occupational Safety and Health Day Act, 2019.

Government - Alberta
• Participated in dialogue in Alberta with Alberta Government, and the Alberta Society of Health & Safety 

Professionals.

Government - British Columbia
• Outreach/follow up on the WorkSafe BC Consultation 'Proposed policy amendments and practice materials 

regarding the Certificate of Recognition (COR) Program'.
• Conference call with WorkSafe BC to discuss engagement opportunities. 

Government - Federal
• Letter in support of the harmonization of OHS legislation sent. 

Stakeholder Relations
• Arranged and coordinated meetings with the Ontario Chamber of Commerce and the Ontario General Contractors 

Association.
• Outreach to a number of key stakeholder organizations, including: MeritOntario, Ontario Forest Industries 

Association, Ontario General Contractors Association, Small Business Owners and Professionals Association, 
Ontario Association of Architects and Toronto Construction Association, Alberta Construction Safety Association, 
SafeCare BC, AgSafeBC , BC Forest Safety, Independent Wood Processors Association, 

• Met with CSSE and worked on the development of the National Framework for the OHS Profession.
• Outreach and discussions with the Canadian Registration Board for Occupational Hygienists (CRBOH)

Communication
• Joint communication with CSSE on professional regulation, including survey results. 

National Framework
A collaboration with CSSE continued with work focused on the development of a National Framework intended to 
conceptualize a model of collaboration amongst professional bodies that will help ensure a consistent application of 
a national standard as regulatory efforts develop in each province and territory. This framework, called the National 
Framework, is a system of organization intended to foster communication and linkages among organizations, and to 
minimize administrative and other process duplication to realize a resource effective business model.
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Focus: Operational Excellence

The BCRSP relies on the integrity of the certification process to achieve ongoing success. The BCRSP ensures a 
sustainable and well-managed organization by focusing on continuous improvement efforts and reinvestment in the 
organization.

Finances
In 2019, the Governing Board committed funding to a number of improvement initiatives and had a planned budget 
deficit as a result. These initiatives include:

• Planned additional work on the online application system.
• The continued work and initial execution of the Canadian Registered  Safety Technician (CRST) certification 

examination.
• The development of joint partnership projects with CSSE such as the Joint Accreditation Task Force and the 

National Framework.

The 2019 Auditor's Report and Financial Statement are presented starting on page 15 and the Statement of 
Operations and Operating Fund Balance shows a deficit for 2019, however, the Board was able to invest significantly 
in the improvements identified above due to the organization's healthy reserve funds. 

At each Board meeting, the Finance and Constitution Committee reviews financial statements with the Governing 
Board, led by the Secretary-Treasurer, in support of the Board’s fiduciary responsibilities.
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Letter from the Executive Director
Nicola J. Wright, CAE

Dear Certificants,

2019 was another busy year for the BCRSP and we continued to promote the value and 
importance of certification for the OHS profession. 

I would like to start by highlighting the efforts of the office team in 2019 as we saw 
significant growth in new CRSP certifications along with the roll out of the CRST 
examination process. Thank you to  Sunipa Sensarma, Alastair DeRozario, Carly 
Ducharme, Jason Boyer, Stuart Taylor, Stuart Moulton, and Leslie Wright for the great 
work that they do. 

I am privileged to have been able to serve such a dynamic and thoughtful group of leaders that sit on your Governing 
Board and to work with the hundreds of volunteers that serve on the BCRSP Committees and Task Forces. In a year 
where there was much change, the Board and volunteers served as the constant thread and provided valuable 
support for the work that needed to be achieved.

We still have more work to do to promote recognition of the BCRSP certifications, to advance the conversation 
on accreditation of OHS post-secondary programs, and to connect more effectively with employers, and other 
stakeholders. 

The following-pages provide a brief overview of some of the activities that the BCRSP office team and the BCRSP 
committees have achieved in 2019. 

I am honoured to serve as your Executive Director and look forward with anticipation on the year ahead.

If you have any questions, or comments, please don't hesitate to connect with me.

Nicola J. Wright, CAE | BCRSP Executive Director
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2019 In Review

Continuous Professional 
Development

928 certificants were due for submission

96% of submissions were received and approved

36 certifications revoked

928 certificants, with the exception of those certified 
in 2018 and non-practicing certificants, whose 
registration numbers ended in either 7 or 2, were 
required to submit for their continuous professional 
development (CPD) cycle. 36 individuals had their 
CRSP® certification revoked for failure to comply with 
the mandatory CPD requirements.

Professional Conduct & 
Discipline

In 2019 in total, 3 professional conduct cases were 
reviewed.

• 3 cases closed
• 1 case was withdrawn by the complainant
• 2 cases closed due to lack of evidence submitted.

Nominations & Leadership 
Development
In 2019, the BCRSP received 30 Expressions of 
Interest (EOI) for the position of Governor

The committee presented a slate of candidate names 
(3 governors for a 3-year term, and 1 public member), 
consisting of new or returning Governors for their 
approval and had the approved names placed on 
a ballot for certificants to vote at the 2019 Annual 
General Meeting (AGM) held in Toronto, Ontario.

CRSP Examination

1273 examinations written resulting in 724 
CRSP certifications granted

Item Development
144 new items added to either the CRSP or CRST 
Item Bank

2227 items in total in the CRSP item bank and 
1458 items in the CRST item bank

CRST Examination
125 examinations written resulting in 54 CRST 
certifications granted
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Communications
In 2019, BCRSP actively promoted the certifications 
and its certificants through:

Participation in 16 tradeshows

Delivery of  10 presentations at conferences or to 
OHS post-secondary program students

Advertising in 7 different publications

Issuing of 11 press releases

Publishing of 8 newsletters

Hosting 7 Connect/Networking events

Profiling 12 certificants on the BCRSP blog 
through an interview article or the In Your Own Words 
feature

Social Media
The BCRSP is very active on social media and in 2019 
we:

Grew our audience across all channels (FaceBook, 

Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter) by 20% 

Twitter accounted for the most engagement growth, 

with 20246 new actions

Qualifications Review
Statistical Report as of December 31 2019 CRSP CRST

Active certifications 5082 54

Certifications approved since last AGM 724 54

Applicants eligible to write the examination 1227 125

Total # of applications received in 2019 361 258

Total # of examinations delivered 1273 125
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2019 Auditor’s Report and Financial Statement
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The following individuals served on the BCRSP Governing 
Board from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019:

Officers

Chair: Kevin J. Dawson, MBA, P.Eng., CRSP, Omnius 
Consulting, Halifax, NS 

Vice Chair: Monica A Szabo, CRSP, Burlington, ON

Past Chair: Paul Andre, CRSP, CEO & President, 
Workplace Safety North, North Bay, ON

Secretary-Treasurer: David S. Johnston, CRSP, Toronto 
Hydro Electric System, Toronto, ON

Governors

(served until December 31 2018) Tareq Al-Zabet, CRSP, 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change, 
Environmental Sciences and Standards Division, 
Toronto, ON 

Robin Angel, BSC, MSc, CRSP, Regional Director 
Occupational Health and Safety Division, Nova Scotia 
Department of Labour and Advanced Education, Halifax, 
NS

Paul Belair, MBA, BASc, CRSP, CHSC, Director, Corporate 
HS&E, Ledcor, Edmonton, AB

Mark Fernandes, CRSP, General Manager, Intertek Ltd., 
Edmonton, AB

Marianne Matichuk, CRSP, CHSC, COHS, CNM, 
Consultant, M. Matichuk & Associates, Sudbury, ON

Dave Rebbitt, MBA, CRSP, CHSC, CET, CD, Consultant, 
Rarebit Consulting, Fort McMurray, AB

Dale Shafer, MBA, CRSP, Director, Operational 
Management Assurance, Barrick Gold Corporation, 
Toronto, ON

Public Member: Sandra Stephens, LLB, Canadian 
Bankers Association, Toronto, ON

The following individuals served on the BCRSP Governing 
Board from July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020:

Officers

Chair: Monica A Szabo, CRSP, Szabo Safety & Operations 
Services, Burlington, ON 

Vice Chair: David S. Johnston, CRSP, Toronto Hydro 
Electric System, Toronto, ON

Past Chair: Kevin J. Dawson, MBA, P.Eng., CRSP, Omnius 
Consulting, Halifax, NS

Secretary-Treasurer: Robin Angel, BSC, MSc, CRSP, 
Regional Director Occupational Health and Safety 
Division, Nova Scotia Department of Labour and 
Advanced Education, Halifax, NS

Governors

Paul Belair, MBA, BASc, CRSP, CHSC, Director, Corporate 
HS&E, Ledcor, Edmonton, AB

Tehzin Chadwick, MHSc, CRSP, CIH, ROH, Director, EHS, 
International Foodservice - Americas, Sysco Corporation, 
Etobicoke, ON

Mark Fernandes, CRSP, General Manager, Intertek Ltd., 
Edmonton, AB

David Larson, CSP, CFPS, ARM, CRSP, Senior Vice 
President, Risk Services Practice Leader, Lockton 
Companies, Northeast, New York, NY

Marianne Matichuk, CRSP, CHSC, COHS, CNM, 
Consultant, M. Matichuk & Associates, Sudbury, ON

Peter Sturm, BA, CRSP, CHSC, Senior Field Safety 
Strategy & Solutions Leader, Grainger, Thornhill, ON

Dave Rebbitt, MBA, CRSP, CHSC, CET, CD, Consultant, 
Rarebit Consulting, Calgary, AB

Public Member: Sandra Stephens, LLB, Counsel
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP, Toronto, ON

Governing Board
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